Stihl ms191t parts diagram

Performance Saw Supply replacement ignition coils and ignition chips are very high quality and
have a one year warranty to be free from defects and work properly. Chainsaw ignition systems
use a magneto ignition system which requires no battery voltage to generate spark. The Stihl
MS T ignition coil [module] has an armature and is U-shaped with two ends [sometimes three
ends] facing the flywheel. The coil also has two sides. The primary side has thick wire wrapped
around one leg approximately times. The secondary side has very thin wire wrapped around the
primary windings approximately 20, times. The flywheel has two imbedded magnets, a north
and a south pole. When the magnets pass the U-shaped iron cores on the ignition coil, the
primary winding builds voltage up to approximately volts. Then, the electronic control module
trigger breaks the current and sends it to the secondary side of the coil building voltage up to
20, volts used to fire the spark plug. The Stihl MS T ignition chip is a trigger device that
determines when the coil needs to fire the spark plug. It works by breaking the current from the
primary side and sending it to the secondary side of the coil. This transfer steps up the voltage
to fire the spark plug. The ignition trigger replaces points and the condenser on most chain
saws having just two magnets [north and south]. If a flywheel has more than two magnets, then
the ignition chip trigger will not work. Note: On Stihl models , and these coils have a spark
advance built into them and the ignition chip will cause misfiring. To test the Stihl MS T ignition
coil, disconnect the ignition switch wire at the ignition coil. Using a good quality spark tester,
pull the starter rope with a good fast pull and check for spark. Removing the spark plug makes
this process easier since it reduces the resistance when pulling the starter rope. If no spark is
visible, remove the Stihl MS T ignition coil and sand the bottom of the coil. Also sand the
mounting surface where the coils are attached to ensure a good and proper grounding of the
ignition coil. Note: On some saws, the ignition coil bolts onto a plastic housing with a ground
wire running to the cylinder or crankcase for a ground. Nav Menu 2. Any manufacturer logos,
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cedures specific to this series of chainsaws There are separate handbooks for servicing
procedures on standardized parts and assemblies that are installed in several STIHL power tool
models. Reference is made to these handbooks in the appropriate chapters of this manual. You
should make use of the illustrated parts lists while carrying out repair work. They show the
installed positions of the individual components and assemblies. Always use the latest edition
of the parts list to determine the part numbers of any replacement parts required. Microfilmed
parts list are always more up to date than printed lists. A fault on the machine may have several
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